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Elegance meets comfort in Pause

Comfortable sitting in design furniture? Pause takes the art of relaxing to an unprecedented level. This sublimely 

designed one-seater combines a timeless cubist design with an all-in-one lounge chair. Discover this beautiful 

piece of craftsmanship.

Minimalist look
At Tuoi, we put design first, while ensuring ultimate 

sitting comfort. The sleek, timeless Pause conveniently 

responds to this need. You can easily convert this 

high-backed reclining chair into a trendy club chair or 

turn it into a lounge chair to relax in after a busy day.

Personalise your design lounge chair with fabric or 

(artificial) leather upholstery in any colour you like. 

However you compose it, with its elegant black cross-

foot, Pause is sure to be the highlight of your living 

room.

Unique functionality
Tucked away accessories and discreet features make 

Pause what it is: the ideal lounge chair. An extra 

lumbar cushion for more support, heating to relax your 

tired back or literally an extra push in your back to 

stand up? Pause has it all.

With subtle touch-sensitive buttons, you can control 

this design furniture easily. Combine Pause with 

one- or two-seater Enjoy and your living room gets an 

instant upgrade.

Pause
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ADJUSTMENT MECHANISMS
Pause relax features a discreet touch-button control 

system, fitted as standard on the inside of the seat on 

the right side sitting in the seat. The touch buttons 

allow continuous adjustment of the backrest [A] and 

leg support [B] individually. 

Optionally, a stand-up function can be selected with 

separate controls on the inside of the seat on the left 

side sitting in the seat.

INTEGRATED HEATING
The Pause reclining chair can optionally be fitted 

with integrated heating [C]. To do this, fold open the 

back of the lounge chair and the integrated heating is 

located in the lower back. Use the remote control to 

turn the heating on or off and select the intensity. The 

heating switches itself off automatically after an hour 

and a half of operation. With integrated heating, the 

separate side pocket is always provided as standard.

LUMBAR CUSHION
Pause relax comes standard with a lumbar cushion 

in the same upholstery as the seat. Use this lumbar 

cushion with a folded back for extra ergonomic 

support.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

FRAME Seat and back in metal, side panels in chipboard

SUSPENSION Nosag 3.8 mm tempered steel, non woven

SEAT HR foam, density 37 kg/m³ and 200 g filling

BACK HR foam, density 28 kg/m³ and 200 g filling

SIDE PANELS Polyether foam, density 65 kg/m³ and 300 g filling

LEGS Black painted aluminium

UPHOLSTERY
Wide range of colours in fabric or (artificial) leather. See www.tuoi.be/

materialen for the full list of colour options.

MAXIMUM WORKING LOAD 110 kg

CE APPROVAL

The electrical version of the Pause relax is CE-marked according to the 

machinery directive. This involves analysing all possible risks when using the 

product. These risks were then addressed during the development of the 

product. Moreover, all electrical components also have a CE declaration and 

are therefore safe to use. CE declaration approved by renowned inspection 

agency Vincotte.
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DIMENSIONS RELAX SEAT DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT

B L H B L H

PAUSE RELAX EL2 71 81—112 82—92 49 48 50 44

PAUSE RELAX EL2+V 71 81—112 82—92 49 48 50 44

PAUSE RELAX POW3 71 81—112 82—92 49 48 50 55

PAUSE RELAX POW3+V 71 81—112 82—92 49 48 50 55

EL2: Electric 2 motors

EL2 + V: Electric 2 motors and heating

POW3: Electric with stand-up power lift

POW3 + V: Electric with stand-up power lift and heating

DIMENSIONS
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ACCESSORIES

EL2 EL2 + V POW3 POW3 + V

Rechargeable battery A

Separate side pocket B

B — Separate side 

pocket

A — Control buttons on 

the outside

OPTIONS

EL2 EL2 + V POW3 POW3 + V

Control buttons on the outside A


